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Integrated positron emission tomography (PET)/magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is gradually being used to

improve the rate of cancer lesion detection in the medical field. To enhance the quality of PET/MR images,

attenuation correction (AC) techniques are used by applying MR pulse sequences of the controlled aliasing in

parallel imaging results in higher acceleration (CAIPI; MR ACDixon-Caipi) and the generation autocalibrating

partially parallel acquisition (GRAPPA; MR ACDixon-Grappa), based on the T1-weighted two-point Dixon pulse

sequence. In addition, quality control using a Jaszczak phantom filled with water and radioisotopes is fre-

quently performed when scanning the patient. When acquiring MR-based AC PET images in the phantom

study, artifacts are caused by high permittivity in water, and there is a limitation in the acquisition of uniform

image quality. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare the image quality using phantom fluids with

lower permittivity than water (sodium chloride (NaCl) NaCl+nickel sulfate (NiSO4)) according to MR ACDixon-

Caipi and MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences using various quantitative analysis parameters: percent of non-uni-

formity (PNU), percent contrast recovery (PCR), signal to noise ratio (SNR), and coefficient of variation

(COV). The results indicated that the image quality with NaCl+NiSO4 fluid based on the results was 1.2-, 1.6-,

1.4-, and 1.1 times superior to that of NaCl fluid, respectively. In conclusion, NaCl+NiSO4 fluid is suitable as a

phantom fluid material in PET/MR images.

Keywords : PET/MR, phantom fluid material, quality control, nuclear medicine image, attenuation correction, dixon

pulse sequence, Controlled aliasing in parallel imaging results in higher acceleration (CAIPI) pulse sequence, Genera-

tion autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition (GRAPPA) pulse sequence 

1. Introduction

Hybrid scanners, which combine multimodalities such

as positron emission tomography (PET)/magnetic resonance

(MR), play an important role in the field of nuclear medi-

cine [1-3]. PET/MR has potential diagnostic advantages.

Compared with PET/computed tomography (CT), patients

can reduce radiation exposure and acquire excellent soft

tissue information, particularly in the fields of oncology,

neurology, and cardiology through PET/MR scans [4, 5].

Recently, integrated PET/MR, which involves placing the

detector in the magnetic field using avalanche photo-

diodes (APDs) material instead of photomultiplier tubes

(PMTs) has been developed [6]. In principle, gamma rays

from emitted patients are detected in scintillation crystals

such as lutetium oxyorthosilicate (LSO), which is widely

used to convert gamma rays to visible light. Finally,

nuclear medicine images are obtained by changing visible

light to electrical signals [7, 8]. 

The attenuation correction (AC) process is essential for

nuclear medicine imaging systems, because gamma rays

are attenuated while arriving from the object to the

detector [9]. In PET/computed tomography (CT), PET

images were corrected for attenuated lesions via Houns-

field units through CT by converting CT energy (70-80

keV) to PET energy (~511 keV) [10]. In PET/MR, a T1-

weighted two-point Dixon pulse sequence, which is ap-

plied for two echo times to acquire in phase, out of phase,

fat, and water images by dividing into the background,

lungs, fat, and soft tissue, and is generally used for

attenuation correction [11]. Park et al. reported that the

MR-based AC PET image quality for percent image

uniformity is 15.2 % better than that of non-MR-based

AC PET images [12]. There are two extension attenuation

correction techniques based on the T1-weighted two-point

Dixon pulse sequence. The first is the generation auto-
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calibrating partially parallel acquisition AC algorithm

(GRAPPA; MR ACDixon-Grappa), which is helpful for higher

sensitivity and better spatial resolution in MR images

[13]. Second, controlled aliasing in parallel imaging

involves the use of a higher acceleration AC algorithm

(CAIPIRINHA; MR ACDixon-Caipi) [14]. Compared with

the MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequence, the MR ACDixon-Caipi

pulse sequence can be used for acquisition with a shorter

scan time (~9 s). Thus, this pulse sequence is useful for

patients who are not able to hold their breath, and has

recently been applied for attenuation correction. 

Quality control (QC) in nuclear medicine imaging is

critical. Ziegler et al. offered considerable information on

the performance of PET/MR instrumentation using a

nuclear medicine phantom according to the National

Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) protocol

[15]. The Jaszczak phantom, which mixes water and

radioisotopes, is commonly used. However, water leads to

strong artifacts during the acquisition of MR-based AC

PET images in 3.0T because of the high relative permittivity

(ε = 78.3) [16-19]. P. S. Tofts reported that cylindrical

water phantoms may cause nonuniform artifacts in images

above a 0.5T magnetic field [19]. To acquire a uniform

MR-based AC PET image in PET/MR, an alternative

phantom fluid material is required. 

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare

MR-based AC PET image quality using phantom fluid

materials with lower permittivity (sodium chloride (NaCl):

ε = 77.5, NaCl+nickel sulfate (NiSO4): ε = 72.8) than

water fluid according to the MR ACDixon-Caipi and MR

ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequence for AC techniques. The percent

of non-uniformity (PNU), percent contrast recovery (PCR),

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and coefficient of variation

(COV) were used for quantitative analysis. 

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Experimental setup

Simultaneous PET/MR (Biograph mMR; Siemens) was

used to acquire the MR AC PET images. The MR pulse

sequences generated by generating attenuation correction

PET images were MR ACDixon-Caipi and MR ACDixon-Grappa

pulse sequences. The PET detector is located between the

body radiofrequency (RF) coil and the gradient coil in a

single gantry. The PET detector consisted of an 8 × 8

LSO scintillation crystal, eight detector rings, 56 detector

blocks, and a 3 × 3 avalanche photodiode array. In addition,

the Jaszczak PET phantom was used in our experiment by

changing NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluids instead of water.

According to the NEMA protocol, the 18F solution was

filled in the Jaszczak PET phantom and the radioactivity

ratio between the spheres and background was maintained

at 10:1 [20]. The experiments were implemented at a 3.0T

magnetic field at 23 °C and ten times under equivalent

conditions for expression of statistical analysis. 

2.2 Quantitative analysis

To evaluate the image quality, the PNU, PCR, SNR,

and COV were used for quantitative parameters. The

regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn by acquisition of

MR-based AC PET images, according to the formulae in

Fig. 1. The PNU was calculated as follows:

PNU (%) = 100 ×  (1)

where Smaximum and Saverage are the maximum count and

average count for the ROIs in Fig. 1(a), respectively. The

PCR for four spheres (31.8, 25.4, 19.1, and 15.1 mm) in

Fig. 1(b) was calculated as follows:

PCR (%) =  (2)

Where the JH,C expresses the average counts for the

sphere, which has the inner diameter, H. JB,C indicates 12

Smaximum Saverage–

Saverage

------------------------------------------

JH c

JB c

--------- 1–

rH

rB

-----

------------------ 100

Fig. 1. (Color online) Images of various regions of interest (ROI) for percent of non-uniformity (PNU) using ROIA, percent contrast

recovery (PCR) using ROIB, ROIC, ROID, ROIE corresponding to inner sphere sizes of 31.8, 25.4, 19.1, and 15.9 mm, respectively,

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) using ROIF, and coefficient of variation (COV) using ROIG.
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average background counts in H mm of the sphere. rH/rB
is the radioactivity ratio of the hot sphere to the back-

ground sphere. The ratio was maintained at 10:1 (sphere :

background sphere = 10 : 1). In addition, the SNR and

COV are given as: 

SNR =  (3)

COV = (4)

where SC and C are the average counts and standard

deviation values, respectively. In this study, the SNR and

COV results were applied to ROIF and ROIG, as shown in

Fig. 1(c).

3. Results

 Figs. 2 and 3 show the phantom images filled with

NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluid after applying the MR

ACDixon-Caipi and MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences,

respectively. Fig. 4 shows the PNU values according to

the MR ACDixon-Caipi and MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences.

Based on the MR ACDixon-Caipi pulse sequence results in

Fig. 4(a), PNU is 17.1 and 13.3 % for NaCl and

NaCl+NiSO4 fluids, respectively. In addition, the PNU for

the MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequence in Fig. 4(b) is 17.2

and 14.9 % for NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluids, respec-

tively. The PCR results based on the MR ACDixon-Caipi and

MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences according to the NaCl

and NaCl+NiSO4 fluids for 31.8, 25.4, 19.1, and 15.9 mm

sphere sizes are shown in Fig. 5. Based on the results, the

PCR valuses for 31.8, 25.4, 19.1, and 15.9 mm sphere

sizes were 71.3, 65.1, 53.8, and 48.9 % for the MR

ACDixon-Caipi pulse sequence for NaCl fluid, 106.6, 102.4,

92.1, and 63.9 % for the MR ACDixon-Caipi pulse sequence

for NaCl+NiSO4 in Fig. 5(a). In addition, the Fig. 5(b)

showed that the PCR valuses for 31.8, 25.4, 19.1, and

15.9 mm sphere sizes were 71.6, 65.8, 52.3, and 48.6 %

SC

C

------

C

SC

------

Fig. 2. Images using NaCl fluid material for MR ACDixon-Caipi

and MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences through quantitative

analysis such as percent of non-uniformity (PNU), percent

contrast recovery (PCR), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and

coefficient of variation (COV). 

Fig. 3. Images using NaCl+NiSO4 fluid material according to

MR ACDixon-Caipi and MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences through

quantitative analysis such as percent of non-uniformity (PNU),

percent contrast recovery (PCR), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),

and coefficient of variation (COV). 

Fig. 4. Percent of non-uniformity (PNU) after replacing NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluid material according to (a) MR ACDixon-Caipi and

(b) MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences.
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for the MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequence with NaCl,

115.9, 110.2, 92.3, and 61.3 % for the MR ACDixon-Grappa

pulse sequence for NaCl+NiSO4, respectively. For each

sphere, the PCR results were, on average, 59.7 % and

93.1 % for NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluids, respectively,

regardless of the MR AC pulse sequences. The SNR and

COV values for the rod spheres are shown in Figs. 6

and 7, respectively. The SNR values according to NaCl

Fig. 5. Percent contrast recovery (PCR) at each inner sphere size after replacing the NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluid material according

to (a) MR ACDixon-Caipi and (b) MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences.

Fig. 6. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) after replacing the NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluid material according to (a) MR ACDixon-Caipi and

(b) MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences.

Fig. 7. Coefficient of variation (COV) after replacing the NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluid material according to (a) MR ACDixon-Caipi

and (b) MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences.
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and NaCl+NiSO4 fluids are 4.7 and 4.9 for the MR

ACDixon-Caipi pulse sequence in Fig. 6(a). The Fig. 6(b)

showed that the SNR values according to NaCl and

NaCl+NiSO4 fluids 1.8 and 3.2 for the MR ACDixon-Grappa

pulse sequence. The COV values for MR ACDixon-Caipi and

MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences were 0.6 and 0.5 for

NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluids in Fig. 7, respectively. 

4. Discussion

Water, which is the most used phantom fluid, causes

distortion in MR-based AC PET images in PET/MR

because of the high permittivity in the 3.0T magnetic

field. To overcome this limitation, we investigated the

image quality when using NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 phantom

fluids, which have low permittivity compared with that of

water according to MR ACDixon-Caipi and MR ACDixon-Grappa

pulse sequences. 

Based on the PNU results in Fig. 4, the image quality

with NaCl+NiSO4 fluid was 1.3-and 1.2 times superior to

that of the image with NaCl fluid for the MR ACDixon-Caipi

and MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences, respectively.

Compared with NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluids for PNU

according to MR ACDixon-Caipi and MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse

sequence, PNU values based on the NaCl fluid were not

different. 

The image quality with NaCl+NiSO4 fluid of PCR

results for MR ACDixon-Caipi pulse sequence in 31.8-, 25.4-,

19.1-, and 15.9 sphere sizes in Fig. 5(a) were 1.5-, 1.6-,

1.7-, and 1.3 times superior, respectively, than that with

NaCl fluid. In addition, the image quality with NaCl+

NiSO4 fluid of PCR results for MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse

sequence in Fig. 5(b) was superior 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.3

fold that of the NaCl fluid. According to MR ACDixon-Caipi

and MR ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences, the image quality

with NaCl+NiSO4 fluids is 1.5-and 1.6 higher, respec-

tively, than that of NaCl fluid. According to the PCR

results for NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluids, there was no

significant difference between MR ACDixon-Caipi and MR

ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequences. The PCR values with

NaCl+NiSO4 fluid are 1.6 times higher than those with

NaCl fluid on average. 

Compared with the SNR results for the MR ACDixon-Caipi

pulse sequence between the NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluids

in Fig. 6(a), the SNR values for the NaCl+NiSO4 fluids

were 1.1 higher than those of the NaCl fluid. The SNR

value is also 1.8 higher than that of NaCl fluid for the MR

ACDixon-Grappa pulse sequence, as shown in Fig. 6(b). For

the COV results in Fig. 7, COV values for the NaCl+

NiSO4 fluid were 1.2 and 1.1 times lower than those of

NaCl fluid for MR ACDixon-Caipi and MR ACDixon-Grappa

pulse sequences, respectively. 

Research using a nuclear medicine phantom filled with

water, such as the Hoffman 3D brain phantom, Jaszczak

phantom, and quadrant bar phantom, was performed to

evaluate and improve image quality. This study aimed to

identify an alternative fluid material to water as a

phantom in PET/MR. Ziegler et al. reported that there are

various insensitive fluid materials in MR pulse sequences

such as emulsions (75 % oil and 25 % water) and oil [19].

However, these materials are limited by the use of

phantom fluids. Although these fluids can reduce image

distortion due to low permittivity, these materials cannot

mix radioisotopes and can cause air bubbles in the

phantom. Therefore, a uniform phantom image cannot be

acquired. In addition, several researchers have used NaCl

+NiSO4 fluid material when performing a phantom study

to acquire PET/MR imaging [21, 22]. 

In this study, the MR-based PET images were acquired

and evaluated by replacing the phantom fluid materials

(NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4 fluids), which have characteristic

lower permittivity compared with water. Quantitative

analysis was performed using PNU, PCR, SNR, and COV

parameters. Before scanning the patient in the medical

clinical field, the conformation of image quality through

QC using a nuclear medicine phantom is essentially

performed to improve the diagnostic rate for cancer

lesions. Based on the quantitative analysis results, our

results indicate that NaCl+NiSO4 phantom fluid material

is the best alternative to water. 

We are going to consider that the following two future

research. First of all, there is ultrashort echo time (UTE)

pulse sequence, which is mostly used for brain AC in

PET/MR [23, 24]. We need to compare the image quality

in PET/MR images between Dixon and UTE AC pulse

sequences. Second, additional phantom experiment can be

performed using conventional fluid material such as

water. Therefore, the comparison study is needed according

to water, NaCl, NaCl+NiSO4 phantom fluid materials,

respectively. 

5. Conclusion

Recently, integrated PET/MR scans have been broadly

performed because they can simultaneously acquire func-

tional and soft tissue information. They are also useful in

reducing radiation exposure to patients. In addition, QC

using a phantom, which is injected with water and

radioisotopes, is implemented to maintain excellent image

quality. However, water is inappropriate as a phantom

fluid material because of its high permittivity in PET/MR

images. Here, we compared PET image quality by chang-
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ing phantom fluids (NaCl and NaCl+NiSO4) according to

MR AC pulse sequences (MR ACDixon-Caipi and MR

ACDixon-Grappa), which are broadly applied to attenuation-

corrected PET/MR images. In conclusion, the results of

this study are valuable for the improvement of MR-based

AC PET image quality using NaCl+NiSO4 fluid than that

with NaCl fluid. 
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